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INTRODUCTION :  ABOUT  STEPHEN

LAWRENCE  DAY  PROJECT  

Inspire and support children and young people to make choices and actions

that enable them and others to live their best lives.

Encourage and enable children and young people to play an active role in

building stronger

Give children and young people a strong voice in driving social change and

creating a society that treats everyone with fairness and respect.

Stephen Lawrence Day was announced by then Prime Minister Theresa May at

the 25th anniversary memorial service in 2018 and is a celebration of Stephen

Lawrence’s life and legacy.  

 

The objectives of Stephen Lawrence Day are to:

communities in which everyone can flourish.

This year, in particular, we wanted to spread a positive message about the part

we all play in creating a society in which everyone can flourish.  And we wanted

to show how when lots of people take small actions, together we can make a

big difference.

#LiveOurBestLife

#BecauseofStephen

#SLDay

#StephenLawrenceDay

#ChallengeAccepted
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The purpose of the day is to encourage people to recognise the part we all play in

creating a society in which everyone can flourish. It is an opportunity for children and

young people to have their voices heard, make the changes they’d like to see and build

a society that treats everyone with fairness and respect. 

The purpose of the grant funding provided to the Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust

was to establish the governance, strategy and plan to deliver Stephen Lawrence Day in

accord with the then Prime Minister’s announcement, that there would be a national

commemoration of Stephen to take place on 22nd April each year.  It would be known

as Stephen Lawrence Day.  The anniversary of the 18-year-old’s death would be a

national commemoration of his life and legacy.        

In order to establish the initial project objectives, The Stephen Lawrence Day Advisory

Group was established to provide a framework and support programme for schools,

charities and community groups across the UK to come together to deliver Stephen

Lawrence Day activities and events that would have the potential to deliver positive

change for young people in line with the former Prime Minister’s speech.  

The former Prime Minister said the Government would work with the Stephen Lawrence

Charitable Trust (SLCT) to establish a lasting legacy in his name, adding: 

“We will use this day to encourage and support young people in achieving their

dreams, and to reflect on Stephen’s life, death and the positive change he has

inspired.”

This report describes the impact of Stephen Lawrence Day 2020.

ABOUT  STEPHEN  LAWRENCE

DAY  PROJECT :  PURPOSE  
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Galvanising communities including young people to tackle serious

crime and violence

Supporting Home Office ambitions to prevent crime and intervening

early with those at risk of engaging in criminality

School-led based activities based on Stephen’s story and associated

messages on community integration

Encouraging young people to get involved with, or influence, local

policing by working with the Volunteer Police Cadets

Encouraging community groups, and the people who lead them, to

share what is important to them and make positive changes that

improve things both for their local communities and for young people

across the country.

Over the past two years, we have worked alongside schools, communities,

young people, and other youth organisations to deliver the Stephen

Lawrence Day project. We wanted groups and individuals to come

together to deliver activities that had the potential to deliver positive

change for young people in line with Theresa May’s speech.

This included:

We believe that when young people and communities make decisions

about their shared priorities, and work together to achieve them, we not

only create better places for people to live and work, but a fairer and

more equal society.

ABOUT  STEPHEN  LAWRENCE

DAY  PROJECT :   

STRANDS  OF  WORK
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Since inception in 2018, Stephen Lawrence Day focused on three main

initiatives: a schools’ strand, a communities’ strand and campaign &

social media strand.

The early intervention and community– based activities

(both in schools and in the community) support a number of Home

Office and Department for Education policy areas including serious

violence, hate crime, character, resilience and well-being. 

 

This year plans for both strands of work had to be quickly adapted to

reflect the constraints imposed by COVID-19.  As a direct result, the

team created a series of resources that could be used by both schools

and communities that were practising social distancing, to promote

learning and community social action. 

The social media and mainstream media campaigns and messaging

were also tailored to reflect the new environment caused by Covid-19. 

 

SLCT extends a thank you to everyone who got involved and helped to

make the second Stephen Lawrence Day such a success, we couldn't

have done it without you!

ABOUT  STEPHEN  LAWRENCE

DAY  PROJECT :   

STRANDS  OF  WORK
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138,506,665 impressions* 

40,662 mentions**

26,912 unique authors posting about Stephen Lawrence Day.

220 people booked on our live webinar focused on diversity

and inclusion in the built environment

900+ people tuning in for spoken word poetry inspired by

Stephen’s story

1,200+ Volunteer Police Cadets engaged through virtual

meetings and online activities

10,000+ hits on Stephen Lawrence Day website 21st & 22nd

April and over 13,000+ website hits from 1st- 20th April. 

Our reach on social media hugely out-performed expectations.

41,829 posts across social media platforms mentioned us and on

Twitter we achieved:

We successfully placed opinion pieces in the Times (circulation

of 368,000) and Building Design magazine (130,00 readers).

325 mentions in other press, including The Independent, The

Bristol News and Yorkshire Post, and in specialist press including

The Voice, Building Design and Building.

Online events replaced face-to-face engagement:

Social Media Resources downloadable on the Stephen Lawrence

Day website. 

ACHIEVEMENTS :  CAMPAIGN

& SOCIAL  MEDIA :

*Twitter impressions are the number of times a tweet shows up in somebody’s timeline

**A mention is a Tweet that contains another person’s username anywhere in the body of the

Tweet
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/covid-19-makes-fighting-inequality-more-important-than-ever-nkmst77rz
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/stephen-lawrence-day-2020-support-national-commemoration-a9477386.html
https://www.stephenlawrence.org.uk/resources/social-media/
https://www.stephenlawrence.org.uk/resources/social-media/


OUR  REACH :  SOCIAL  MEDIA

Promote the key messages of the day, which are described in its objectives. 

Encourage young people to participate and direct them to our resources to

support positive action.

To reflect and remain relevant within an environment dominated by Covid-

19 we focused our language and messaging on the importance of community

and taking small actions to support others.

138,506,665 impressions* of which 705,100 were for our own tweets This

compares to 869,000 over the same period last year   

40,662 mentions**

26,912 unique authors posting about Stephen Lawrence Day

The objectives of our campaign were to:

Our reach on social media out-performed expectations.

Despite competing with World Earth Day, COVID-19 and Keir Starmer’s

first Prime Minister’s Questions, our hashtags trended nationally, climbing to

14th at the peak.  This compares to peaking at number 1 last year, when we

were not competing with such a packed news cycle and when we also

benefitted from the Bank Holiday.  

 

Our messaging was widely adopted and re-posted by others. As with last year,

we saw very little retrospective discussion of Stephen’s case, with people

mainly posting positive messages about the future.

 

Our greatest reach was on twitter, where between 20th and 28th

April we achieved:  
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Our reach was greatly supported by a number of national institutions and organisations, 

these included organisations such as The Tate, The Independent, the Metropolitan Police,

and the Home Office. 

We were also supported by nearly 30 politicians, including national figures, such as Kit

Malthouse, Yvette Cooper, and Kier Starmer, and those with local resonance such as Damien

Egan and Matthew Pennycook. 

 

Celebrity support included artists such as Ayo Akinwolere, Beverley Knight, FUSE ODG,

Calling All Astronauts, Hugh Quarshie, Kelly Holmes, Floella Benjamin, George the Poet,

James O’Brien, Kanya King and Ronke Phillips.

 

We successfully placed an opinion pieces in The Times (circulation of 368,000) and Building

Design magazine (130,00 readers).  

We also issued general press release to national and local media and a tailored release to the

educational media leading to mentions in 325 further publications.  

 

Coverage in the national media included The Independent and The Evening Standard.  There

was coverage in local media such as the Derbyshire Times and the News Shopper, and within

built-environment media such as E-Architect.  There were also two articles in The Voice, one

announcing a competition and #BecauseOfStephenLawrence social media campaign and one

announcing a new policing award.

Broadcast Media

The news cycle was of course dominated  by stories related to COVID-19, so we were pleased

that Stuart Lawrence was invited be interviewed by ITV on Stephen Lawrence Day. The

interview subsequently posted on the ITV website.

OUR  REACH :  SOCIAL  MEDIA

The beautiful illustrations were drawn by

Parishma, a non-binary artist,

activist and Peer Power Leader. 
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https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/stephen-lawrence-day-2020-support-national-commemoration-a9477386.html
https://www.derbyshiretimes.co.uk/news/crime/derbyshire-police-pledges-support-stephen-lawrence-day-2545856
https://www.voice-online.co.uk/news/uk-news/2020/04/15/competition-calls-on-young-people-to-celebrate-life-of-stephen-lawrence/
https://www.voice-online.co.uk/news/uk-news/2020/04/22/stephen-lawrence-policing-award-announced-to-mark-national-day-in-his-honour/
https://www.itv.com/news/london/2020-04-23/stephen-lawrence-day-hold-on-to-hope-says-brother-on-annual-commemoration/


ACHIEVEMENTS: COMMUNITIES

YOURSPACE@STEPHENLAWRENCE .ORG .UK

At the core of our community’s strand of activities is a commitment to Social Action. In 2019/20, we

have continued to support individuals and groups to solve problems that are important in their local

area, focusing on themes which have emerged from Stephen’s story and supporting Home Office

objectives around serious violence.

2019: engagement across every region in England

2020: engagement across every region in England

2019: 221 community groups directly made aware of Stephen Lawrence Day

2020: partners packs distributed ahead of Stephen Lawrence Day, engagement with 250+ community

groups in the run-up to the day

2019: creation of 4 community toolkits

2020: new resource created by Peer Power experts to support other young people plan social action

project, ‘Challenge Accepted’ resource created and distributed to community groups and information

packs for Volunteer Police Cadet & other uniformed youth groups

2020: 900+ people watched the live broadcast with spoken word artists from the Eggtooth project

performing poetry inspired by Stephen’s story and over 550 watched the video

2019: 77 community groups across the country held an event to mark the day

2019: 100+  community groups posted their support for Stephen Lawrence Day online

2019: 14 police forces delivered an event/activity for Stephen Lawrence Day

2020: Briefing and materials about Stephen Lawrence Day were sent out to all police forces in

England and Wales and half of the police forces in England engaged with Stephen Lawrence Day

2019: 500 young people reached through partnership with the Volunteer Police Cadets 

2020: 1,200+ Volunteer Police Cadets were involved in activities on and around the day, with many

planning social action projects linked to Stephen Lawrence Day later in the year. 
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#CHALLENGEACCEPTED

As we approached Stephen Lawrence Day this year, everyone

was facing their own challenges, making it the perfect time

to help other people in the community with simple acts of

kindness.  SLCT and all our partners embraced our own

#Challange Accepted as online engagement became the primary

delivery mechanism for everything we achieved this year. 

We asked young people, communities and individuals to accept

our challenge and post it on social media, and to be part of

Stephen Lawrence Day by raising people’s spirits with all the

positive things people are doing to help and support others. 

#Challenge Accepted resources were accessed over 500 times

between 1st-19th April, between 20th- 22nd April they were

accessed over 650 times via the website.

A huge amount of effort went into engaging community groups,

we also worked to make it easy for these groups to promote what

they were doing for Stephen Lawrence Day by providing partner

toolkits.  This was reflected in the many groups who posted to

social media about what they were doing, helping to build upon

year 1 grassroots engagement.

2019: 26 hours of training for community leaders who delivered

Stephen Lawrence Day activities. 

2020: 44 hours of workshops and 'zoom-ing' sessions for

community leaders who delivered Stephen Lawrence Day

activities. 
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The focus of the communities strand of work for Stephen

Lawrence Day has been to inspire and support young people to

make positive choices in their own lives and to act in ways that

enable them and those in their local community to ‘live their

best life’.

 

Previous relationship-building contributed to high engagement

from partner groups and organisations, some of whom

successfully extended their activities and reach despite the

impact of COVID-19.

 

Community groups were extremely active in switching from

face-to-face events to online engagement, and in addition to the

active engagement of young people in activities related to

Stephen Lawrence Day, 100+ community groups (we stopped

counting after 110) posted their support for Stephen Lawrence

Day online, compared to 77 last year.

COMMUNITY  ACTIVITIES
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Last year the Eggtooth Project in Hastings were funded through

the Stephen Lawrence Day grant scheme to create a short, high-

impact film featuring local spoken word artists performing

poems inspired by Stephen’s story.

The group hoped the film would educate and inspire young

people on Stephen’s life and death in a way they could

understand and relate to.The group ran 2 transition summer

schools (August 2019) which had 300+ young people attending.

Students watched the film, responded during the Q&A

afterwards and completed the Stephen Lawrence Pledge card.

From the responses after the film, it was apparent that the

majority of the audience (age 11)  had never heard of Stephen

Lawrence or his important story so Eggtooth Project was pleased

they could educate them on this.

 

In addition to promoting the existing video,  To See or Not to See

(which had 559 views), on Stephen Lawrence Day, Eggtooth

hosted a broadcast on Hastings Isolation Station (a live stream

created in response to the pandemic).  The broadcast featured

interviews with the artists and live performances of their poems.

The live broadcast was watched by over 900 people.

T

EGGTOOTH ,  HASTINGS
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https://www.eggtooth.org.uk/
https://vimeo.com/349954244/81559f75ab


Lilly Cooper is one of the spoken word artists

working with Eggtooth and is using her creativity to inspire

young people in her home town. Lilly Cooper, grew up and still

lives in Hastings, a small town on the South coast. Now 21 she

divides her time between working in a pub and in a clothes shop,

and as a freelancer for a local organisation that works

predominantly with young people within the local

community.She is currently working on a project with secondary

school children to unlock their creativity, working towards an

exhibition of their artwork in the summer. Lilly has also been

teaching performance art and spoken word workshops at the

local college and writes poetry whenever she can.

What advice would you give to someone aged 13-18 to help

them succeed?

Figure out what you love then grab it, or do it, or make it,

because you can and there’s nothing stopping you. You’re

important and clever – never underestimate your abilities!

Given the current situation, what small acts of kindness do you

think we could all do that would make a difference?

Check in on people. Contact family and friends to see if they are

okay. Asking people if they’re okay is a small gesture but hugely

important in this strange uncertain time.

ROLE  MODEL :LILLY  COOPER
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Last year Peer Power were funded through the Stephen Lawrence

Day grant scheme to run a ‘Peer to Professional Project’

supporting young people to become peer leaders.  

 

This year, Peer Power developed and launched a peer-led Guide

to Social Action, full of tips and advice from Peer Power Experts to

help other young people make positive changes in their

community. The content and illustrations contained within the

guide were developed entirely by the group of Peer Power

Experts.  

 

As part of their promotion of he day on social media, Peer Power

Chief Executive, Anne-Marie Douglas, recorded a personal

message.

“Because of Stephen young people need to know that their

voices, experiences and needs are valid and important. This

resource has been created to give young people the tools they

need to amplify their stories and to remind them that their stories

are worth telling"- Anne-Marie Douglas, CEO

Download the Guide to Social Action

Peer Power resource.

.

PEER  POWER ,  LONDON

The beautiful illustrations were drawn by

Parishma, a non-binary artist,

activist and Peer Power Leader. 
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http://www.peerpower.org.uk/
http://www.peerpower.org.uk/guide-to-social-action-launched-in-support-of-stephen-lawrence-day-2020/
http://www.peerpower.org.uk/guide-to-social-action-launched-in-support-of-stephen-lawrence-day-2020/


Last year JUST Lincolnshire hosted an event to celebrate

Stephen Lawrence Day, and young people at the event created a

video about Stephen’s story and further videos highlighting the

challenges of bullying, homophobia and transphobia.  

 

This year, we used these videos to create a series of

learning activities as part of our home-schooling resources. 

Amanda Bailey, Community Outreach Coordinator, at Just

Lincolnshire created a special introductory video to go

alongside these, which was shared on social media and with Just

Lincolnshire ambassadors to use.

 

JUST Lincolnshire also promoted Stephen Lawrence Day through

their own website, through their partner organisations and

extensively on social media.  Their work with the Safer

Communities Partnership at Lincolnshire County Council led to

the home learning activities being widely circulated to schools in

Lincolnshire.

JUST  LINCOLNSHIRE
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https://www.justlincolnshire.org.uk/
https://www.stephenlawrence.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Learn-about-stephens-story.pdf


YOURSPACE@STEPHENLAWRENCE .ORG .UK

THE  PRINCES  TRUST  

The Princes Trust helps young people aged 11 to 30 get into jobs, education

and training.  Having hosted a extremely successful event last year bringing

young people together to think about what it meant to them to ‘live our best

life’, they were keen not to lose momentum this year.  

On Stephen Lawrence Day, The Prince’s Trust shared a series of social

media posts, including specially recorded videos from Baroness Lawrence

and Kit Malthouse, Minister of State for Justice. These posts received

nearly 50,000 impressions and 1,318 engagements.

Inspiring conversations with Princes Trust Ambassadors
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https://www.princes-trust.org.uk/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIs9349Y2u6QIVCLrtCh2GYwpjEAAYASAAEgI4YvD_BwE
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VPCs in Greater Manchester held virtual meetings leading to plans to clean up the local

park and reduce plastic waste after Covid-19.

The VPC units within Lambeth and Southwark held virtual meetings, leading to a wide

range of plans to tackle social isolation, knife crime and racism, including doing more

knife and weapons sweeps with Neighbourhoods Policing Team to help keep local areas

safe. 

An online discussion evening in Torbay leading to plans to promote and lead a community 

The Volunteer Police Cadets aim to foster a spirit of adventure and good citizenship amongst

young people aged 13-18. Last year forces around the country hosted a wide range of events

and were determined that social distancing shouldn’t stop young people getting involved

again. Using Zoom, the Volunteer Police Cadets have hosted sessions to plan ways to get

involved. Not only have local cadets got involved in some of the online activities developed

by the Trust, but the Trust has also adopted some of the suggestions made by young people

on the sessions!

The Volunteer Police Cadets built on their exceptional support for the day last year (when

over 500 Volunteer Police Cadets took part), with over 1,200 Volunteer Police Cadets taking

part in activities on and around the day and planning for projects after Covid-19.

 

Some of the activities and plans include:

beach-clear up.

2019: 4 on-going Social Action Projects

2020: 9 Volunteer Police Cadet units are planning on-going social action projects after

Covid-19.

Read the Volunteer Police Cadet Activity Round-Up.

VOLUNTEER  POLICE  CADETS
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https://vpc.police.uk/
https://vpc.police.uk/news-and-events/stephen-lawrence-day-2020/


The national Fire Cadets offer opportunities for young people aged 13-18 to learn  what it

means to be a firefighter and make a positive impact on their community.  

 

This is the first time the Fire Cadets have formally participated in the day, and had planned

to hold workshops in March for the Cadets to learn about the Stephen Lawrence Day and

plan how to get involved.  With the impact of Covid-19, they quickly switched to digital

activities. 

 

A briefing was sent to every cadet group in the country explaining the importance of

Stephen Lawrence Day and detailing ways Cadets can get involved using the resources on

the Stephen Lawrence Day website. Local cadet leaders were also asked to fill in a survey

on Survey Monkey on how they plan to support the Day, helping the service to

track and promote the activities of local cadets. 

NATIONAL  FIRE  CADETS
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In partnership with the Volunteer Police Cadets, we created a briefing specifically

for police forces which was distributed to every police force and individual within

the service by email.

 

There are 43 Police forces in the UK, we were delighted that 22 forces in England

and Wales posted about the day on their main Twitter account, including tweets

in both English and Welsh by Dyfed-Powys Police.  Several forces also included

articles on their own websites, including Avon & Somerset Police, North Wales

Police and Derbyshire Police. As did Warwickshire Police and Crime

Commissioner.

 

A number of senior officers and crime commissioners posted videos marking the

day on the social media, and a phenomenal number of groups and associations

within the police, local forces and individual officers all posted their support using

#BecauseOfStephencards.

"We are joining in with the #BecauseOfStephen 

campaign today, where officers are supporting 

messages from Stephen’s legacy, including 

how they have the motivation to succeed, 

and how they feel empowered to reach  their 

potential" - Derbyshire Constabulary

THE  POLICE
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Police Officer Soraya Holloway is a role model for Stephen Lawrence Day 

Stephen Lawrence Day is about inspiring young people with what they can achieve in

their own lives and Police Officer Soraya Holloway is the perfect example.  Soraya

joined the Volunteer Police Cadets when she was at school.  Now 19 years old, she is

a Police Officer with Greater Manchester Police.

 

What advice would you give to someone aged 13-18 to help them succeed?

Do something you enjoy – there’s no point putting in hard work and dedication into

something that you’re not passionate about!  I’d also say to study and pass your

GCSEs.  You get nagged a lot about it when you’re at school, but not having them

can hold you back from what you want to do.  

 

Who inspires you and why?

The team I work with day-in-day out inspire me all the time.Even through the

struggles we face individually or at work, we still try to provide the best service we

can whilst being proud of the uniform we wear.  Members of the public also inspire

me – some people face awful experiences in life and somehow still bounce back and

try to get their lives on track.  For me it’s important to remember every person has a

story and sometimes it’s not an easy path they’ve been on to get where they are.

ROLE  MODEL :  POLICE  OFFICER

SORAYA  HOLLOWAY  
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7 -tailored-made new resources were created to support

home-schooling, building on the curriculum  resources

developed last year.

Schools engagement across every region in England.

New resources were emailed to over 300 schools/ educational

institutes.

Every local Authority in England were emailed resources to

distribute to schools.

Social media posts from the Department of Education,

Chartered College of Teaching, educational institutions,

schools and universities had a combined reach of over

420,000.

In 2019, a wide range of schools from across the country, and

across different contexts, participated in Stephen Lawrence Day. 

Around 180 schools registered on the website for future Stephen

Lawrence updates and there were 14,000 engagements on social

media.

In 2020, we compiled some simple and fun activities that require

no specialist knowledge from parents or young people, but that

provide a great way for them to get involved in Stephen

Lawrence Day whilst they learn

ACHIEVEMENTS :  SCHOOLS

& FURTHER  EDUCATION
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Rebecca Shogunle was on the Stephen Lawrence Charitable

Trust’s Career Pathways Programme, run in partnership with the

London office of global law firm Stephenson Harwood.  Now 18

years old, Rebecca is in her first year studying law at Canterbury

Christ Church University in Kent.

What advice would you give to someone aged 13-18 to help

them succeed?

I’d say to live your live authentically and to be honest with

yourself, whether that’s in your academic life or your personal

life.  But most importantly, I think we all need to learn to love

ourselves and to be kind to ourselves too.

How can people make a difference on Stephen Lawrence Day

this year?

A simple act of kindness goes a long way.  One act of kindness

would be to remember people who are less fortunate than

yourself and give back as much as possible. It doesn’t have to be

money, it could be giving to a food bank, or something as simple

as putting a rainbow in your window to cheer up passers by.

ROLE  MODEL :

REBECCA  SHOGUNLE
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On Twitter, the Department for Education (373,700 followers) posted a link to our

resources on Twitter.  Links to our resources were also widely shared by educational

organisations, including the Chartered College of Teaching (39,000 followers).

On online platforms providing educational resources posted links to our resources on

their sites, including SchoolPlanner.co.uk  which created a webpage featuring our

resources, and TheSchoolRun.com, which featured our bridge building activity in its

Design and Technology resources. Both of these remain live.

Through local government, in Lincolnshire, the resources were posted on the

Lincolnshire County Council website and Facebook page, emailed directly to schools

contacts across the county and features in the School News Bulletin. The Mayor of the

West Midlands, Andy Street, wrote to schools. 

Built around the objectives of Stephen Lawrence Day, the team created as series of simple,

fun activities to support home-schooling that required no specialist knowledge from parents

or young people.  

 

The resources were designed to be used by young people across different age groups and

with different interests and ranged from creating spoken word poetry to learning about

bridge-building using objects from around the home.  The resources also included a

challenge to young people to help others in their community through simple acts of

kindness, building on the message that everyone has a part to play and that we all have the

power to make a difference.

The resources were promoted through a press release to the educational media, by emails

to schools and umbrella education organisations, and by targeted posts on social media.  

 This promotion was given a huge signal boost by the wide range of umbrella organisations

who then went on to promote them, including:

      

SCHOOLS  & HOME-SCHOOLING
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Stephen Lawrence Day home-schooling resources were

accessed over 3,000 times online between 20th and 22nd

April via the Stephen Lawrence Day Website.

Over 200 schools registered on the Stephen Lawrence Day

website.

Home learning resources were distributed to partners on April

6th, and accessed over 1300 times on this day.

In the run up to Stephen Lawrence Day (1st- 19th April)

More than 30 schools posted to social media about their

activities for Stephen Lawrence Day.

Resources themed on Stephen Lawrence Day were emailed to

every university in England. 

9 universities and 21 other educational institutions promoted

the day on their social media and or/website.

the new resources were accessed over 2000 times.

HOME-SCHOOLING

RESOURCES
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More than 30 schools posted about their activities for Stephen Lawrence Day

on social media.

Many schools incorporated Stephen Lawrence Day into their online teaching.  A

number of schools used their online assembly to talk about Stephen Lawrence

Day, whilst others set tasks and challenges using our materials. The most

common challenge was for students to create their own #BecauseOfStephen

pledge.

 

 

Schools promoted our resources to their pupils.  A number of schools, such as

Barrow URC Primary School, created  a webpage for Stephen Lawrence Day and

posted our resources online.  Others such as Walverden Primary School and

Baxenden St John’s signposted to our resources as part of their package of

resources to support home-schooling.

 

There were 3,217 page views accessing the resources between 20th April and

Stephen Lawrence Day on the 22nd. Over 200 schools registered on the website,

building on the 180 who registered last year. 

 

9 universities, including De Montfort University, and 21 other educational

institutions also promoted the day on social media, with some also

creating a Stephen Lawrence Day page on their websites. 

With the exception of De Montfort University, no universities engaged

with the day last year.

HOW  OUR  RESOURCES

WERE  USED
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Over 40 organisations working in the built environment engaged with our

campaign on social media. Reach to audiences within the built environment

was boosted by a series of posts from RIBA with 175,200 followers.

Webinar with Building Design Magazine

 

We held a live webinar chaired by Chloe McClulloch, editor of Building

Magazine, and with our Chief Executive Sonia Watson, founder of BAME in

Property Priya Shah and Trust alumna Nyamoi Fall Taylor as panellists.  The

webinar focused on diversity and inclusion in the built environment and

exploring the impact of the pandemic and how we can maintain efforts to

increase equality and diversity in the industry.  

 

220 people booked on the webinar and were able to post

questions throughout.  The webinar was featured within Building Design

magazine and a video of the webinar can be viewed on their site. 

 

Social Media

 

THE  BUILT  ENVIRONMENT
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https://www.building.co.uk/features/video-stephen-lawrence-day-debate/5105693.article
https://www.building.co.uk/features/video-stephen-lawrence-day-debate/5105693.article


The Home Office NETWORK in collaboration with Home Office Race action team hosted an online

event on the Day for Home Office staff.  Dr Clive Driscoll joined the event to talk about the murder

of Stephen Lawrence, the subsequent investigation and the lessons learned.  Dr Driscoll is a

former detective chief inspector for Metropolitan Police Service, Dr Driscoll has investigated

several high-profile cases and in 2012 he obtained two convictions for the murder of Stephen

Lawrence.  Matthew Rycroft, Permanent Secretary and Race Champion opened the event.

 

Politicians & political parties

Although we did not specifically target politicians, a number of MPs and other policians posted

personal messages on the day, many of them with large personal followings.  These included:

     

@MayorofLondon 1 post 3.28M followers  

@SadiqKhan 1 post 1.08M follower       

@DavidLammy 1 post 671k followers      

@Keir_Starmer 1 post 531K followers      

@UKLabour 2 posts 851k followers

Kit Malthouse, Minister of State for Justice, recorded a personal message as part of The Prince’s

Trust activities on the day. 

 

GOVERNMENT  & POLITICAL

ENGAGEMENT

We were also pleased to have the support of Lewisham Mayor, Damien Egan, who posted a series

of messages on social media in support of Stephen Lawrence Day and promoted our home

schooling resources.

On-line magazine for the Liberal Democrats, Liberal Democrat Voice, also featured the day.

Huffington Post – The Huffington post ran an opinion piece by General Secretary of Community,

Roy Rickhuss discussing the impact of Covid-19 on inequality. 
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https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/stephen-lawrence-day_uk_5ea00057c5b69150246add96?guccounter=1

